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Although it is two months since the last 2020 Newsletter, several matters impacting our member 
clubs have been discussed and considered. This newsletter provides a summary 
 
 
AGM Date: 
The RMCA AGM is planned for Saturday 10th October with an informal gathering planned for after 
the AGM. The notice of AGM will be sent later this month.  
 
 
Biennial Election of RMCA Executive Council: 
The Notice of Nominations and Ballot paper was sent to clubs mid August. The Ballot paper needs to 
be returned to the secretary by Wednesday 30th September. 
 
 
RMCA Treasurer: 
Please ask your club members if any are interested in being the RMCA Treasurer. And if so, to 
contact Linda. linda.rmca@gmail.com or Warren. wandjwhyte@xtra.co.nz 
 
As previously shared, Warren has advised his wish to step away after many years of good service and 
allow a new person to pick up the work.  
 
 
RMCA Grocery Room:  
The planned changes to the Grocery room happened in early August. These changes of better 
ventilation and an additional fridge have been effective in reducing the room temperature to within 
the allowable temperature to meet the Food Act requirements. Temperature is regularly recorded 
by the onsite RMCA store person. The changes included keeping the solid red door open and thus 
using a padlock on the aluminium door for security.  
 
 
Impact of COVID 19 on club practices: 
Thank you to all clubs for providing information about club protocols for managing contact tracing, 
social distancing and hygiene practices. It was reassuring to receive the feedback and know our 
community are being responsible and are in this together. 
Also reassuring is that many clubs have reported good occupancy during August and early 
September. And this despite the impact of COVID19, Book-a-Park and the poor snow cover to date. 
 
 
Concession Fee Review: 
At the end of August RMCA became aware that DoC sent a letter to all clubs on 19 August advising 
the outcome of the DoC review. To our knowledge the review is resulting in fee increases of over 
50%. RMCA has communicated with the DoC department in charge of the review and asked for a 
copy of the ‘Independent Registered Valuers Report’ from which DoC based their decision. 
It is essential that each individual club disputes the proposed fee increase and an email proposing 
such was sent to clubs on Saturday outlining the key points for dispute. RMCA will act on behalf of all 
clubs as soon as DoC send us the valuation report and which we need to review. 
 
 



 
Bruce Road and Iwikau Village Car Parking: 
RAL and DoC have received a lot of feedback from users of the TNP and Ski-field. There certainly was 
plenty of confusion and angst during early August as the area moved to Alert Level 2. Although 
RMCA has little (no) influence over Government restrictions during COVID 19, we were able to 
highlight to DoC the impracticality for club members of the Bruce Road being closed at the original 
notified 2pm and later 6pm times. It was with joy on about August 14, that DoC and RAL together 
changed the process to allow the road to be open for normal travel outside the Book-a-Park 
managed times; except of course for when the road needs to be closed due to inclement weather.  
Book-a-Park will be operating throughout this winter. The key message you need to highlight to your 
club members is that if they chose to travel up the Bruce road between 7am and 1pm, they will need 
to have ‘booked’ a park or risk being turned away. Travelling the Bruce Road outside of 7am and 
1pm requires no booking. However, please also note that a sneaky drive up prior to 7am may not 
work as the road crew are onsite already and not allowing vehicles up. 
Regarding the debate about how many parks are released. This decision sits with RAL and is how RAL 
is choosing to manage the ‘first filter’ to manage ski-field capacity as per the rules that have been 
imposed on RAL by the Government to help stop the spread of COVID19. Under AL2, RAL’s capacity 
is reduced to 1800. RAL have asked RMCA for further assistance in providing better visibility of the 
number of occupants in the club huts. RMCA’s response has been to provide assumption numbers 
based on full club capacity, about 1/3rd of that mid-week and 2/3rd during school holidays. 
 
 
Insurance: 
Early this year RMCA advised clubs to shop around for insurance renewal this year. It has been 
pleasing to see that one broker, Marsh, has responded to individual club requests with premiums 
and excesses much lower than those offered by other brokers.  
 
 
Stakeholder Communication with Department of Conservation: 
RMCA has recently reviewed legislation and other documents regarding the obligations of DoC to 
consult with RMCA and/or other stakeholders on matters which have relevance to such 
stakeholders. This has resulted in RMCA writing to DoC requesting better engagement and 
consultation ahead of decision making. We hope to update you at the AGM on progress. 
 
 
Regards 
RMCA Executive Council 


